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Abstract. We investigate the complexity of subclasses of Presburger arithmetic, i.e., the first-order 
theory of natural numbers with addition. The subclasses are defined by restricting the quantifier 
prefix to finite lists Q , . . .(I,. For all m 3 2 we find formula classes, defined by prefixes with m + 1 
alternations and m + 5 quantifiers, which are Z:P,- respectively I&complete. For m = 1, the class 
of 3WV-formulas is shown to be NP-complete. For m = 0 and for all natural numbers t, the class 
of 3’-formulas is known to be in P. Thus we have a nice characterisation of the polynomial-time 
hierarchy by classes of Presburger formulas. Finally, the NP-completeness of the 3VV-class is 
used to prove that for certain formulas there exist no equivalent quantifier-free formulas of 
polynomial length. 
1. Introduction 
Most interesting logical theories are either undecidable or have very high com- 
plexity. In fact: all theories which have a model with at least one nontrivial relation 
are hard for PSPACE; this is an easy consequence of a theorem due to Stockmeyer 
[15]. Most theories even have an exponential ower bound. It thus makes sense to 
ask whether one can define-by syntactical restrictions-formula classes in such 
theories which are on the one hand powerful enough to formulate interesting 
statements but are on the other hat;d substantially easier to decide. The _,aost natural 
way to define such formula classes is by restrictions on the quantifier prefix, i.e., by 
bounds on the quant$er &‘swations or on the total number of quantifiers (the 
dimension) of the formula. Another possibility is to restrict he syntactical structure 
of the quantifier-free part of the formula. 
The limitation to a simpler quantifier structure often reflects the restriction to 
problems which are mathematically more interesting and significant. Restricting, 
e.g., arithmetic to existential formulas (i.e., formulas with only 3-quantifiers) gives 
Hilberts 10th problekn; existential formulas of Presburger arithmetic orrespond to 
the question whether a system of linear diophantine inequalities has a solution; the 
word problem for finitely presented groups is expressed by universal formulas in 
the theory of groups. 
Extensive resear has investigated the decision problem and co 
subclasses of the p icate calculus (see, e.g., the survey article by Bii 
methods developed there turn out to be very useful in the investigations of the 
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corresponding problem for specific logical theories. In a subsequent paper, a general 
method for treating such questions, based on bounded versions of the domino- 
problem, will be presented= 
Here we shall consider the complexity of subclasses of Presburger arithmetic 
(PA). PA is known to have double-exponential complexity by the well-known resuits 
due to Fischer/Rabin, Ferrante/Rackoti and Berman [6,5,1]. 
‘Ihe subclasses PA,,, will denote PA restricted to sentences with at most m quantifier 
alternations or more precisely, with at most m blocks of adjacent quantifiers of the 
same kind. These classes were investigated by Reddy/Loveland [ 121: 
PA,,, E DsPAcE(~~~~+~) for a constant c 
and Fiirer 173: 
PA,,, ti NTIME(2’“‘m’Cm ) for a positive constant c. 
That is, the complexity of classes with bounded quantifier alternations is roughly 
one exponential step lower than in the general case. 
For very small m, however, the lower bound does not hold. Deciding, e.g., an 
existential formula reduces to determining whether a system of linear diophantine 
inequalities is solvable. This is an NP-complete problem, as was shown by Von Zur 
Gathen and Sieveking [9]. Thus PA1 is (NPuCo-NP)-complete. In [7] Fiirer put 
up the question, for which m PA, actually has an exponential ower bound. We 
will come back to ‘tis in the subsequent paper mentioned above and show that this 
already happens for m = 2. 
In this paper we shall investigate the complexity of formula classes of PA defined 
by jixed prefixes Q1, . . . , Qs and prove the following results: 
(1) For all m 3 2 there are formula classes defined by prefixes with m + 1 quantifier 
alternations and m + 5 quantifiers, which are complete in ZP, and II: respectively. 
(In fact, almost all prefixes with m + 1 alternations have this property.) 
(2) For m = 1 we show that the class of 3WV-formulas of PA is NP-complete. 
Together with the result, due to Lenstra 11 l] and Scarpellini [l3], that, for fixed 
dimension t, the class of %-formulas is in P, this yields a nice characterisation of 
the whole polynomial-time hierarchy by classes of Presburger formulas. 
In the last section, the NP-completeness of the 3WV-class will be used to derive 
a lower-bound result on the length of formulas: if there is a set in NP with 
nonpolynomial circuit complexity (this is a generalised version of Cook’s hypothesis 
P # NP), then there are formulas of the form 3y H(x, , x2, x3, y) for which there 
are no equivalent quantifier-free formulas of polynomial ength. 
ries 
esbu first-order theory of the nat numbers with 
addition. will denote both the model +, G) and the 
set of sentences which are true in this model.) We shall use the relation G (which 
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is of course definable in PA) as a primitive symbol. Furthermore, -i will be a function 
symbol (not a relation) and we shall-in general-allow multiplication with integer 
constants. Thus, terms have the form culxl + l l l -f- a,~, + p, where the ai and p are 
integers in binary notation; atoms are ( tl = f2) or ( tl G 12) (where tl 9 t2 are terms). 
Whereas the exact formalisation of the theory has no influence on the complexity 
of the theory as a whole, it might be important for certain subclasses because 
multiplication with integer constants helps to save quantifiers. It will, however, turn 
out that all upper and lower bounds proved in this paper will hold for the “strong” 
fcrmalisation described above as well as for “weaker” versions without scalar 
multiplication. 
If0 I,*=*, Qs is any quantifier prefix (Qi = 3 or Qi = V), the subclass [ Q1. . . Qs] n 
PA denotes the set of sentences Qlxl. . . Qsxs F(x, , . . . , x,) (F quantifier-free), which 
are true in PA. 
PAt=G means that G is true in PA. 
The complexity of such subclasses of PA will be described in terms of Stockmeyer’s 
polynomial-time hierarchy [151, which is a subrecursive analogue to the arithmetical 
hierarchy. 
Definition. The polynomial-time hierarchy consists of the classes XP,, IIs (m 2 0), 
where Z,P = Ilt = P, and, for m 2 1, a set of words L over an alphabet r belongs to 
X”, iff there is a polynomial p(n) and a set L’E P such that, for all x E r*, 
x E L iff (~Y~)(~Y~@Y~~. 4QmymM~, yl 9 y2,. . . , y,d E L’l, 
where the quantifiers alternate (so Qm is 3 (V) if m is odd (even)), and yl, . . . , ym 
range over all words in r* of length not exceeding p( 1 x I). II: contains the sets 
whose complements are in ZP,. (Of course, II5 can also be defined similarly to XL, 
but the string of quantifiers will begin with an V instead of a 3.) 
Observe that Xy = NP and II! = Co-NP. 
Another possible definition is that XL (II;) is the class of sets which can be 
decided by an alternating Turing machine, beginning in an existential (universal) 
state, in polynomial time with m alternations (the equivalence of the two definitions 
is proved in [ 31). 
It is not known whether the obvious inclusions X”, u rI5 c X”,+* nII%+l are 
proper; if CP, =ZZP,+* for any m, then Z4”, = X[ for all k > m. If we could separate 
any two levels of the hierarchy, we thus would prove that P # NP. Obviously, the 
whole hierarchy is contained in PSPACE, but it is not known whether PH := Urn20 2% 
is equal to PSPACE. If it is, then the polynomial-time hierarchy is finite (see [ 15, 161 
for further results on the polynomial-time hierarchy). 
3. 
In this section we shall prove upper bounds on the complexity of formula classes 
defined by finite prefixes Q,, . . . , Qs. 
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If the prefix contains only existential or only universal quantifiers, the problem 
is known to be in P. 
Theorem 3.1 (Lenstra, Scarpellini [ 11,131). For allfixed dimensions t E N, [3'] n PA 
and [!I’] n PA are in P. 
Lenstra proved in [ 111 that a system of linear diophantine inequalities of fixed 
dimension t can be solved in polynomial time. In fact, he exhibited an algorithm 
which, given a m x t-matrix A with integral coefficients and a vector b E Z”, finds-in 
polynomial time- a vector x E N’ satisfying the system AX s b or decides that no 
such vector exists. For sentences 3x1. . .3x, F(x, , . . . , x,), where the quantifier-free 
part F is in disjunctive normal form (DNF), this immediately yields a decision 
procedure. In [13] Scarpellini reduced the problem for arbitrary formulas F to this 
case. 
We now consider an arbitrary, but fixed prefix Q.. . (Is. For this purpose we 
analyse the quantifier elimination procedure for PA as given in [12]: the language 
9 of PA is embedded in a language Y, which contains the additional relations 
(Q! 1 t) and (cy k t) (for integers ar and terms t) which express that (Y divides t and 
that Q! does not divide t respectively. 
Let now 3x G(x) be any formula from 9’ with G quantifier-free. By elementary 
transformations and by moving all negations signs into the atoms (using that 
l(f*G t2) = ( t2 + 1 s tl)) we get a formula 3x G’(X) with G’(X) consisting of conjunc- 
tians and disjunctions (no negations) of atoms of the following four classes: 
(B) tcax, CD) PYbx+t), 
where LY, p E N, t a term not containing x. 
We define Goo(x) as the formula derived from G’(x) by replacing all atoms of 
type (A) by FALSE, and all atoms of type (B) by TRUE. G( t +j/ax) means that 
in all atoms of G (if necessary) both sides have been multiplied by Q! and then cwx 
has been replaced by the term (t +j) (where j is a natural number). Finally, u will 
denote the least common multiple of all p’s occurring in atoms of types (C) and (D). 
The elimination procedure is now given by the following lemma. 
3.2 
PAl=3xG(x) iff PAk”i’ G,(j)v \J pv’(G’(t+j/ax)~(~lt+j)) 
j=O (A) j=O 
(where &A) means that the disjunction is taker over all atoms of type (A).) 
arbitrary formula Qlx,. . . Qsxs F(x,, . . z x,) of Presburger arithmetic can be 
ed by successive a e following procedure: eliminat 
innermost quantifier with of Lemma 3.2 (if it is an V, replace it first by 
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then, by elementary transformations, bring the formula on the right-hand side in 
Lemma 3.2 into the desired form described above in order to eliminate the next 
quantifier. This procedure is a slight modification of Cooper’s version of the Pres- 
burger algorithm. The proof of its correctness (i.e., the proof of Lemma 3.2), is 
found in [4]. 
The quantifier-elimination procedure itself is not a good decision procedure 
because the resultant formula becomes too long. But we can, as in [12], prove upper 
bounds on the absolute values of the constants that occur in the formula after 
elimination of the quantifiers Q, , . . . , Qs. We shall then be able to infer a bound w 
such that the quantifiers Qt,. . . , Qs need not range over the whole of Iv but only 
over a finite subset limited by w. The bound w will depend on 
@ n: the length of the formula, 
@ m: tk‘_z number of quantifier alternations, and 
0 s: the dimension of the forr ‘a (i.e., the total number of quantifiers). 
We shall -Ice essentially the same arguments as in [12], but also take into 
account 3. 
Let C, be a bound for the size of the coefficients of the variables and of the p in 
the atoms of types (C) and (D) after P quantifier eliminations. Obviously, C, s 2”; 
by the elimination of a quantifier, a coefficient is at most multiplied by another 
coefficient (by the substitution G( t +j/ax)) and added to another coefficient (by 
collecting terms). Thus 
c, G c;_1+ c,-* s 2c;_*. 
This proves the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3. C, < 221-l - 22’n G 22r(n+1). 
It is the parameter a, the least common multiple of the p from the divisibility 
and nondivisibility relations, that takes the main responsibility for the length of the 
resulting formula after the elimination of the quantifiers. Let the u after r eliminations 
be limited by S,.. As we begin the procedure with a Presburger formula (without 1 
and J’), we have So= 1. Eliminating a quantifier we introduce, for each Q! from an 
atom cyx s t, a number of new divisibility relatio-;ls Q’ 1 t +j. This means that S, s S>i, 
where qr+ is the number of different cy. It remains to determine qr, which not only 
depends on the number of the eliminated quantifiers, but as well on their alternations. 
We call two inequalities of forms (cux G t) or ( t G ax) coeficient-distinct if at least 
one variable has different coefficients in the two inequalities. Let qi be the maximal 
number of coefficient-distinct inequalities after elimination of a string of quantifiers 
with i alternations and j quantifiers after the last alternation. 
. q; s n”+l:“‘+‘. 
. 4:s n and 9:s n2 because the 
Inequalities; each clause has the same nu 
the original formula. 
ns over at most n 
stinct int=qualities a  
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In order to eliminate a string of g-quantifiers, after every elimination we commute 
the disjunction signs with the next I! and eliminate 3 in every disjunction separately. 
Each disjunction will have the same number of coefficient-distinct inequalities as 
before the last elimination. That gives 4: s n’+’ and, more generally, qi s (q$“. 
(For a string of V-quantifiers WV. . . V this also holds because it corresponds to a 
string 133.. .3i.) 
Whenever a quantifier alternation occurs, the negation sign (after replacing V by 
131) that must be imported into the formula has the effect that the next 3 faces 
a conjunction of formulas. Thus we have the same situation as in the beginning but 
with a larger formula as the scope of the 3. Therefore, 
and, by repetition, 
We can now find the bound S,. 
Lemma 3.5. S, s 2(“‘) 
(r+2p+’ 
for a constant c> 0. 
roof 
if the eliminated string has nr quantifier alternations. With help of Lemmas 3.3 and 
3.4 it follows that 
S, G 22r-1(n+l)(r-l)nF+’ 
which (together with Y c n) proves the lemma. Cl 
Finally, we need a bound for the additive constants after r eliminations. We 
denote this bound by Kr. 
ma 3.6. Kr 6 2cn(r+3)m+’ for a constant c> 0. 
reef. Obviously, the lemma is true for K o s 2”. While a quantifier is removed, an 
additive constant may be multiplied by a coefficient and added to an additive 
constant from the substituting term t +j (where j < C,_&_,). We assume the lemma 
to be true for r - 1 and conclude K, s (2C,_, + I)&_, because Sr_, s K,.-,; so 
m+I 
almost verbati e same arguments 
can now infer the following theorem, 
q 
(which are therefore omitted) as in 
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3.7. Let G tve a sentence Qlxt . . . &c F(x, ,...,x,) of length n with m 
quantifier changes. Then 
PAI=G if PAl=(Q,x, s w)(Qzx+ w). . .(Qsxs s w) F(x,, . . . s xs) 
where w = 2c”(s+3) 
m+2 
. 
This immediately ields a decision procedure for arbitrary subclasses ofPresburger 
arithmetic, which are defined by quantifier prefixes: Given a sentence G as in 
Theorem 3.7, compute w from n, m, s and check for all s-tuples of natural numbers 
Ql, . . . , a, with ai s w, whether G(a, , . . . , a,) is true. An alternating Turing machine 
can do this within time (s l log w)’ (for a k E N) and with m alternations. 
We can thus conclude from Theorem 3.7 the following already known facts [S, 
12, 11: 
PAE ATIP:IE(~*~", n), 
PA,,,E ATIM@"~+', m) 
for constants c and d. 
On the other hand, we can now prove upper bounds for those formula classes which 
are defined by finite prefixes as shown in the next theorem. 
Theorem 3.8. Let Q l. . . Qs be a quantger prefix with m alternations. 
(a) rfQ,=3, then [Q,...QJ~PAEXP,_,. 
(b) IfQ,=V, then [Q1...QJnPA~IIP,_,. 
Proof. For fixed s and m, there is a polynomial p(n) such that w s 2p(“) (see Theorem 
3.7). The length of the binary representation of any natural number a s w is then 
bounded by p(n). Thus [Q,. . . QJ n PA is the set of sentences Qlxl, . . . ,O,xs 
F(x I,...,xs) such that 
We now cut the prefix in two, just right of the last Qk different from , i.e., 
Q1 l . . Qs = Q1.. . Qk 10s.. . Qs. The string left of the I has now m - 1 quantifier 
alternations. For any choice of aI, . . . , a& (with ai s w), the Lenstra-scarpellini- 
algorithm decides 
Q s k+lme*Qsx~F(a,,Q2r~**,ak,Xk+l,~m.,x~) X 
in polynomial time (see Theorem 3.1). 
This means that [ ,...Q,]nPAisdefinedbym-1 
bounded quantifiers over a set in 
Q1 = 3) or in TIP,_, (if QI =V). 0 
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. Completeness results 
This section will show that the upper bounds proved in Section 3 are optimal for 
most prefixes, even for “weak” versions of PA without s and without scalar 
multiplication. For all complexity classes ZP,, II: with m 3 2 we shall find formula 
classes of Presburger arithmetic defined by prefixes with m + 1 alternations and 
m + 5 quantifiers, which are complete in Z& respectively II:. 
For NP and Co-NP we even find somewhat stronger esults as is shown now. 
Theorem 4.1 
(a) [NV] n PA is NP-complete. 
(b) [k/33] n PA is (Co-NP)-complete. 
roof. The second claim follows from the first, and Theorem 3.8 yields that [NV] n 
PA is in NP. 
NP-completeness will be shown by reducing 3SAT (i.e., the set of satisfiable 
Boolean formulas in CNF with at most three litterals in each conjunction clause) 
to [WV] n PA. 
Let & =E, ,..., enE{O, 1)“. We encode E by the natural number 4, = 
PW2 . . .p>q;‘q> . . . $$ where Si = l-&i (lsisn) and p1 ,..., pn,ql ,..., qn are 
the first 2n primes. Note that these can be constructed in polynomial time. 
We first define a formula A,(x) expressing that 
for all i<n PilX iff qi#X, 
i.e., that x encodes some E E (0, 1)” (namely the only E such that a, divides x). 
A,(x) is the conjunction of the two formulas 
VU ii, PiqiU # X, 
i=l 
VUVV i ‘~‘piuZx+mvgi~‘qiVZx+m . 
i=l I m=l m=l I 
The first expresses that pi and qi do not both divide X, the second that either pi or 
qi divide x (using the fact that if p does not divide x + m for all m C p, then p 
divides x). Note that pu is just a shorthand for u + u + l l l + u (p times). Thus A,(x) 
is a VV-formula which can be constructed in polynomial time and has the desired 
properties. 
Let now F be a Boolean formula in 3-CNF 
F(X,,... ,Xn)=A CiIA Yi,V x>V K3 
i i 
where YijE{X1,*..,Xn,T I,***, 1X& now map each clause Yi, v Yi2 v Yi3 in 
F to a nondivisibility relation si #X (si E irst we substitute the literals Yi, by 
relations ri, # X, namely: 
++I& 4-), -k+(PkYX) 
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(pk, qk as above). This extends to a substitution of the clause Ci: 
Denote ri,ri,ri,$x by Si- F(Xl, . . . , Xn) is satisfiable if and only if there is an aE 
which is not divided by any of the Si. This means 
FW*,.-9 X,) E 3SAT iff PA+G, where GE ~x{A,,(x) I\ VU /\ siu ZX}. 
As G is an 3VVsentence which can be constructed in polynomial time, the theorem 
is proved. Cl 
Corollary 4.2. For all s 3 1, t 2 2, 
(a) [3”V’] n PA is NP-complete; 
(b) [V”3’] n PA is Co-NP-complete. 
We now extend this idea to arbitrary levels of the polynomial-time hierarchy. We 
shall reduce certain sets of quantified Boolean formulas to appropriate classes in PA. 
Definition. Let X1, X2, . . . , X” be vectors of variables (i.e., Xi = Xi, Xi,. . . , Xi,), 
and let F be Boolean formulas. Then 
Bm := {F 1 @X’)(VX*). . . (QX”)[ F(X’, . . . , X”) is TRUE]}. 
Similarly, 
B, := {F 1 (VX’)@X*). . . (QX”)[ F(X’, . . . , X”) is TRUE]}. 
By restricting F to 3-CNF and 3-DNF respectively we define the sets Bm n 3-CNF 
and Bm n 3-DNF (and similarly for B,). 
In [16,15] Wrathall and Stockmeyer show that Bm and Bm n3-CNF (if 1~ is odd) 
respectively Bm n 3-DNF (if m is even) are Z”,- complete. Corresponding results 
hold for Bm and II&. 
We shall reduce these sets to formula classes of PA to prove the last theorem of 
this section. 
. If m is odd, then 
is Z”, -complete; 
2. . l VmV233] n PA is I&complete. 
3] n PA is 22 $,-complete; 
(4 w*32* l ’ 3,3*V3] n PA is I’&complete (via polynomial reduction). 
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First of all, note that all these prefixes have m+ 1 quantifier alternations; 
ula classes they define are therefore contained in XP, respectively II& (see 
Theorem 3.8). 
We shall explicitly construct a olynomial reduction from B,,, n 3-CNF (for odd 
m) to [3*V*. . . 3,3*V3] n PA and hus prove (a). The other claims follow by similar 
considerations. 
e a Boolean formula in 3=CNF, Xi = Xi,. . . , Xi*, and n = 
max{ ni 11 s i s m}. As in Theorem 4.1, E’ = s:, . . . , E: E (0, 1)” is encoded by a,’ = 
p;i p$ . . .p;iq;iq;: . ..q$ (where i$=l-EL, p1 ,..., pn,ql ,..., qn are the first 2n 
primes). 
Again we translak F(X’, . . . , X”) s /\i yil v I$ v q> into a Boolean combination 
of nondivisibility relations. The substitutions 
x:c*(9k Yxi); 7X:H(pkYxi) 
X”) into a Presburger-formula 
G(%,*--9 Xm) E VUVOVW 
1 
/\ (QU # Zj,) V ( Q2V # zj,) V (QW # ZjJ 3 
j I 
where the Q~ are primes from pl, . . . , pn, ql , . . . , qn and Zjk variables from x1, . . . , Xm. 
F(d “) is true if and only if G(a,I, . . . , a,m) is true in Presburger arith- 
metic. What remains is to relativise the variables Xi in G(x, ) . . . , Xm) to the numbers 
e an e E (0, 1)". For this, we use the V*-formula Ani as constructed 
in the proof of Theorem 4.1 and their negations 1Ani (Xi) which are of course 
3*-formulas. 
The reduction then goes like this: 
s 3X,VX** l l 3X, ( yi: TAni( v ( i, An,(xi) A G(x, 3 l . l 9 xm))* 
i even i odd 
Now, TAni are 3*-formulas, hence their disjunction is also equivalent o an 3*- 
formula; the formulas G and An, are V3-respectively V*-formulas, hence their 
conjunction can also be written as an V3-formula. The quantifier prefix of the whole 
is thus 3&. . . m3*V3 and F( “) is in B,,, if and only if 
Thus we have a characterisation of all levels of the polynomial-time hierarchy by 
complete formula classes from Presburger arithmetic. 
.3 extends to all quantifier prefixes with m alternations 
citly mentioned in t eorem; e.g., for all ?I , . . . , tm E 
31n at is, we 
at almost all finite-prefix class ete in a level of the 
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polynomial-time hierarchy. Some classes, however, remain open; the most interesting 
of them is the class with prefix 3V. Is it in P? Is it NP-complete. We have to leave 
this as an open problem. 
r bounds for length of formulas 
From the fact that [3VV] A PA is NP-complete it follows that-unless P = 
NP-there is no polynomial procedure which transforms formulas 
G(x, , x2, x3, y) into equivalent quantifier-free formulas of PA. In this section we 
shall show that if a stronger, nonuniform, version of the hypotheses P# NP holds, 
then there are formulas 3y G(x, , x2, x3, y) for which equivalent quantifier-free 
formulas of polynomial length do not even exist. This is a considerably stronger 
claim than the nonexistence of a “fast” elimination procedure, which does not imply 
that there are no “short” quantifier-free formulas equivalent o G, but only that 
such “short” formulas would be difficult to produce. 
We denote by GCH (generalised Cook hypothesis) the conjecture that there is a 
set L c_ (0, 1)” in NP with nonpolynomial circuit coniplexity. Nonpolynomial circuit 
complexity means that there is no family of Boolean circuits ( CJnEN of size 
1 C,, 1 <p(n) (p a polynomial) such that C, decides LA (0, 1)". 
The GCH implies P # NP because very T( n)-time-bounded Turing machine can 
be simulated by a family (QnEN of circuits of size 1 C, I= 0( T( n) log T(n)) (see, 
e.g., [ 141). On the other hand, the GCH is generally believed to be true because its 
converse would imply that the polynomial-time hierarchy collapses to its second 
level, i.e., PH = XI (see [IO]). For a general discussion of the relationship between 
circuit complexity and other complexity measures ee 1141. 
Let now L be any problem in NP, with LC (0, 1)". 
Lemma 5.1. There is a family of Boolean formulas 
which are constructible in time p(n) ( p, q polynomials) such that 
F,“<w I,**-,%I, u,,..., Yqc& 3SAT i$ w E L 
forall w=w1w2 ,..., w,E{O,l}“. 
This lemma is of course just a tiny generalisation of the NP-completeness of
3SAT. The only difference is that we have not just a reduction w c-) Ff; for all 
w E (0, 1)"; in addition we state that the Y 
substitution of the variables 
roofs for ?. 3s (see, e.g., [S]) translate 
without any problems to a proof of Lemma 5.1. 
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We now use essentially the same reduction from Boolean formulas in 3-CNF to 
Presburger formulas as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, but consider the variables 
X l,==*, Xn and LaS, Y&J separately. This means that we translate literails as 
follows 
lXiHpitX, l~c*pi4+Y 
(where i s n, j s q(n)). Applying this reduction to the formulas Ft(X$ Y) in exactly 
the same way as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we obtain a family of Presburger- 
formulas G~!x) = 3y {A,&y) A GL(x, y)}. Aqtnj(y) expresses that, for all i s q(n), 
either pi or qi divides y, but not both simultaneously (pi and qi are the first 2q(n) 
primes). If a, b E N encode w E (0, 1)” and e E (0, 1}9(“’ respectively, then GL(a, b) 
is true in PA if and only if F, (w, E ) is a true Boolean formula. Aqtnj and G’, are 
both V*-formulas, so the G:(X) are again WV-formulas. 
All this is summarised by the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.2. Let L E (0, l)* be any set in NP. There is a family of Presburger formulas 
G:(x) with prefix WV, constructible in polynomial time such that, for all w = 
WI, . . ..w&E{O.l}” 
PAI=Gf;(a,) iff WE L 
where a,=p;Y’. . .p7qi-wla. _qi-wnm 
Theorem 5.3. 7%e GCH implies: for all polynomials p there exist formulas 3y 
H(x,,x2,x3,y), with no equivalent formulas l%(x,,x,,x,) of length @lep(lHl) 
(H, g quantiJer_free). 
roof. Assume the contrary and look at the formulas G:(x) s 3yVuVv &(x, y, u, V) 
constructed above. As the Ht are quantifier-free and of length polynomial in n, we 
can derive-by applying the assumption three times-that there is a family 
(finL(X))#lEru of quantifier-free formulas such that 
(a) 1 l+,“(x) 1 sp(n) for a polynomial p; 
(b) PAI=fit(a,) iff WE L (w and a, as above). 
Now, for every quantifier-free formula F(x), there certainly is a polynomial 
algorithm which, given w, constructs a, and decides whether F(a,) is true. Hence 
there are Boolean circuits of polynomial size deciding for given w whether Hk(a,) 
is true, that is, whether w E L. So L has polynomial circuit complexity and as L was 
an arbitrary set in NP, this contradicts the GCH. Cl 
is method can be applied not only to Presburger arithmetic but to any logical 
ry where lower bounds for the complexity of a finite-prefix class are known. 
h applications will be presented in a forthcoming paper 
lasses of logical theories. 
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The results presented in this paper are part of the author’s Ph.D. Thesis, directed 
by Prof. B. Scarpellini. I would like to thank him for many helpful discussions. 
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